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Type 2 Series of

2g 

Replacement Notes
The purpose of this article is to describe type 2 Series

of 1929 replacement notes. The type 2 replacement notes
are very similar to their type 1 counterparts in that the
numbers used to print the serial numbers have a rubber-
stamped appearance. In addition, the A-prefix letters on
the replacement notes are distinctly different from the A
prefixes found on the standard type 2 notes. The
distinguishing characteristic is that the crossbars on
the replacement A's are lower than those on the regular
A's.

REPLACEMENTS

Replacement notes are used to replace notes damaged
in the printing process. Their primary function is to
maintain the proper count in consecutive sequences of
bundled notes. In all small note series, except National
Bank Notes, stars are used in the place of either the
prefix or suffix letters in the serial numbers to
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distinguish them from regular printings. Star notes do
not have the same serials as the notes that they replace.
The star is used to avoid confusion in consecutive
sequences, and serves to identify the "out of sequence"
serials as something special.

Type 1 Series of 1929 National Bank Note
replacements have been known since 1970 when Warns,
Van Belkum, and I described them in the SPMC book
The National Bank Note Issues of 1929 - 1935. These
special notes do not carry the traditional stars of other
series. Rather, they were make-ups produced in six-
subject sheet formats like the other sheets made for the
bank. The way this apparently worked was that a few
extra sheets were printed which were identical to the
regular printings except that the serial numbers were
omitted. When an error was discovered on a regularly
printed sheet, the entire sheet was removed and
replaced by one of the make-up sheets. Serials were

added to the make-up sheet which were identical to
those on the defective sheet. These added serials were
stamped on the make-up sheet using some type of hand-
stamping device.

Type 1 replacements are easily identified by the
following characteristics: (1) The serial numbers are
poorly formed and have a rubber-stamped appearance.
(2) The serial numbers are commonly tilted or otherwise
misplaced relative to the rest of the overprint. (3) The
color of the serials may be different from the color of the
serial numbers.

Poorly executed replacements make the most
collectable specimens because they are so obvious. Look
at the Albuquerque and Juneau replacements which
accompany this article. The serials on both have the
typical rubber-stamped appearance. Centering of the
serials on the Juneau is rather good, but the centering of
the serials on the Albuquerque leaves much to be
desired!

TYPE 2 REPLACEMENTS

In 1970 I stated: "It is obvious that this method of
preparing make-up sheets was laborious and the
products were often unsatisfactory ... It is assumed that
this procedure was abandoned during the production of
type 1 notes and a more satisfactory method was
implemented. ... Probably a small six-subject manually
operated numbering press was used that registered the
numbers accurately and neatly on the replacement
sheet." These conclusions were drawn because we had
not seen a type 2 replacement note. Until I saw the
Grand Island note shown here, I was certain that my
early deduction had passed the test of time. How nice to
have been proven wrong!

If you will examine the photos of the Grand Island
note, you will observe that it has characteristics similar
to the type 1 replacements. Specifically, the serials and
also the accompanying overprinted brown charter
numbers have a rubber-stamped look. Also, the
registration of the serials is not good. On regular type 2
notes, the right serials are 0.4 inch above the seal. On
this note the space is only 0.3 inch. Also the right serial
is a little too far to the right relative to the seal.
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Typical Type 1 replacement note. Notice skewed serial
numbers.

Of great interest is the fact that the A-prefix letters in
the serials are clearly different from the A's used to
prefix the serials on regular type 2 notes. Notice on the
blowup that the crossbars on the replacement A's are
lower than those on the type 1 A's. The latter point is
incidental but worthy of mention.

RARITY

The spoilage rate in 1929 notes was comparable to
spoilage rates in other small note series so replacements
should comprise about one to two percent of the total
1929 issue. I have found many type 1 replacements, but
so far they do not total one or two percent of the notes I
have seen. The fact remains, however, that they are not
particularly scarce and you can locate one with a little
patience.

Replacement note from a scarce location.
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Detail showing rubber-stamped appearance of serials
on type 1 notes.

Whole No. 87
So far replacement notes have net commanded

significant premiums. This ho-hum attitude on the part
of National Bank Note collectors simply indicates that
they could care less if the note is a replacement or not.
They are after banks, not varieties.

I have no explanation as to why it took 10 years to
discover a type 2 replacement note. I have scanned a
couple of thousand type 2 notes during this period, and
this is the first one to catch my eye. Maybe they are truly
rare. More likely, the methods used to produce them
were improved so they do not stand out like the type 1
replacements. At least we now have the distinctive A
prefix to look for if we are in doubt.

I suspect that the type 2 replacements will command
little additional premium. After all they should
hal e a different acceptance than the type 1 replace-
ments! They do add a very interesting variety to our to-
tal search, and if they happen to fall on a note from a
bank of particular interest to us, well why shun such a
bonus!

Type 2 replacement note. Notice the low position of the
right serial.
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Detail showing the rubber-stamped appearance of the
Type 2 replacement serial and charter number.

A A Pi
Comparison between the A's used on Series of 1929
National Bank Notes. Left - Type 1 serial. Center -
regular Type 2 serial. Right - replacement Type 2 serial.
Notice the relative positions of the crossbars in the A's.
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